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Abstract - Heat treatment is one technique to improve mechanical properties of metal, however each Heat treatment strategy 

has its points of interest and impediments, along these lines, various prerequisites in regards to measure, shape, and properties as 

for distinctive Heat treatment procedures ought to be thought of. The customary fluid quenchant are clear water and extinguish 

oil. Gas extinguishing is a moderately new procedure with a few significant points of interest, for example, negligible ecological 

sway, clean items, and capacity to control the cooling locally and transiently for best item properties. To meet the high cooling 

rates required for extinguishing, the cooling gas must stream at extremely high speeds, yet at the same time the cooling limit of gas 

is shortcoming. So as to build the cooling limit of gas, the splash water is included during gas extinguishing. Right now, Mild steel is 

as the exploration object, the cooling limit of clear water, extinguish oil, nitrogen and nitrogen-splash water are concentrated 

through examination of temperature distinction and cooling speed of the example. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Heat treatment is a procedure of Heating and cooling a strong metal to acquire the ideal properties. Regularly, the heat 

treatment of prepares can be grouped into normalizing, quenching, hardening and strengthening. Quenching is utilized to build 

the surface hardness by martensite stage change. The quenching process is grouped into fluid quenching and gas quenching. 

The cooling limit varies with distinctive quenchant. The conventional fluid quenchant are water and oil. Gas quenching is 

turning out to be progressively significant in industry with the improvement of gas-quenching hardware. During the gas 

quenching process, the segment is first heat to the arrangement temperature and afterward quickly cooled by gas. The 

utilization of gas rather than fluid as quenchant has ecological, item quality, process control, security and financial favorable 

circumstances, however the cooling limit of gas is not as much as water and oil. 

2. TECHNIQUE OF QUENCHING 

2.1. OIL QUENCHING 

Quenching metal in oil is the most well-known technique since it is generally extreme yet with a reduced danger of splitting and 

twisting. Furthermore, a wide scope of parts extinguishes well in oils in light of the fact that the concoction cosmetics and 

temperature of an extinguishing oil can be changed in accordance with suit wanted final products. Then again, once in a while 

cooling should be eased back. Hot oils which are kept at higher temperatures cool metal surfaces, however not all that rapidly 

that a section's center temperature and surface temperature vary too generally. High-composite parts with complex plans 

extinguish well in hot oils, as the technique diminishes the danger of twisting and splitting related with contrasts in surface and 

center temperatures. Extinguishing in hot oil is a slower procedure contrasted with extinguishing in quick oil. Since oil is 

combustible, laborers must know the flashpoint of the oil being used just as the heap weight and surface zone of the items in 

the outstanding task at hand to stay away from flames during extinguishing. 

2.2. MOLTEN SALT 

Quenching metal parts in liquid salt (likewise called salt showers) accompanies a further decreased danger of twisting or 

splitting of parts since they're more sweltering than hot oils. This implies cooling is increasingly controlled and uniform 

contrasted with colder, quicker and progressively severe quenches. The sultrier the quenchant, the less extreme the extinguish. 

The less severe the quenched, the lower the danger of twisting. Various blends of salts have diverse dissolving focuses and 
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working extents, offering included flexibility as a quench alternative. Since salts are not combustible, they represent no danger 

of fire. 

2.3. GAS QUENCHING 

Quenching metal through gas in vacuum heaters has gotten increasingly well known for parts that require high hardness and 

explicit completions with altogether decreased danger of twisting. In gas quenching, parts are fixed in a vacuum chamber 

before being impacted with gases. The pace of cooling of a section can be absolutely constrained by altering the weight and 

speed at which the gas is conveyed. Furthermore, because of the way that gas extinguishes happen in vacuum chambers, parts 

rise fundamentally cleaner contrasted with other quenching media. Nitrogen is the most mainstream gas quenchant because of 

its moderately low nuclear mass, wide accessibility and minimal effort. Helium and argon are additionally utilized in gas 

extinguishing. Determined completed characteristics direct which gas quenchants are to be utilized. High-compound apparatus 

steels and fly motor turbines are normal instances of parts frequently quenched in gas. 

2.4. WATER QUENCHING 

Water quenching is a quick cooling, where water as a quenching medium concentrate heat a lot quicker. Water cooling 

regularly will give you higher hardness however increasingly focused on segment. Oil cooling will produce lesser pressure and 

moderate hardness. 

3. EXPERIMENT PROCESS 

The metallic example is appeared as Fig. 1. It is a Mild steel cylinder. The chamber was warmed to 800-900 higher than 

austenitic temperature, at that point austenite for 20 min, and extinguished utilizing diverse quenchant. The change in 

temperature during extinguishing was estimated by thermocouples, test information was recorded by PC information 

hardware. The trial conditions are appeared in Table 1. 

Table -1: The conditions table 

No Specimen Material Quenchant 

1 Φ 20x 60 mm Mild Steel Water+20% 

Ethylene Glycol 

2 Φ 20x 60 mm Mild Steel Water+40% 

Ethylene Glycol 

3 Φ 20x 60 mm Mild Steel Water+60% 

Ethylene Glycol 

4 Φ 20x 60 mm Mild Steel Water+80% 

Ethylene Glycol 
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Fig -1: Experimental Setup with Specimen and position of thermocouples. 

 

3. Literature Review  

 

3.1. Li Huiping, Zhao Guoqun, Niu Shanting, LuanYiguo 

During the investigation of quenching process for assurance of heat move coefficient, had led the analyses and the backwards 

heat conduction approach is utilized for assurance of HTC. They expressed that during the computation procedure, the stage 

change volume and stage change latent heat of each component in each time interim can be determined effectively by FEM. 

3.2. Li Huiping, Zhao Guoqun, He Lianfang, Mu Yue 

The assessment of surface heat moves coefficients by utilizing exploratory estimation technique is completed. As indicated by 

the qualities of quenching process, a rapid information securing framework for estimating the temperature varieties in a 

quenched part is should be set up by utilizing industry standard design (ISA) which is examined right now. Cooling bends of 

P20 steel extinguished in 20°C and 60°C water was gained by utilizing this framework. 

 

3.3. Peter Fernandez, K. Narayan Prabhu  

Creators made an endeavor to decide the warmth motion homeless people during quenching of Ø28mm×56mm stature and 

Ø44mm×88mmheight AISI 1040 steel examples during horizontal quenching in salt water, water, palm oil and mineral oil. 

Unsettling of quenching medium expands the peak heat flux during quenching of steel example in all the quenching mediums. 

 

3.4. Bowang Xiao, Qigui Wang, Parag Jadhav Keyu Li 

Comprise of the investigation the impact of quenching direction and agitation conditions on heat move of aluminum 

compounds during water quenching. Out of three fundamental stages, to be specific film boiling, nucleate boiling and 

convective heat move the nucleate boiling gives most elevated heat coefficients and the least HTC is seen in the convective heat 

transfer. 

 

3.5. M. Eshraghi-Kakhki , M.A. Golozar , A. Kermanpur 
Authors had confirmed the Application of polymeric quenchant in heat treatment of break touchy steel Mechanical parts. 

During their work, the quenching procedure of the vehicle tie rods in various media including water, oil, and a polymeric 

arrangement were utilized and the microstructures and mechanical properties of the bars were anticipated by a limited 

component reproduction model. 
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3.6. Hengliang Zhang , Danmei Xiea , Chu Nie, Zongjie Zhang 

Study is identified with the Cooling of steels after the high temperature shaping procedure and its impact on the metallurgical 

structure and the mechanical properties of the part. From the investigation it had been freed that the rate from heat expulsion 

from a heated part by a quenchant relies upon the capacity of the fluid medium to wet and spread on a superficial level from 

where heat should be evacuated. 

 

3.7. Ashok Kumar Nallathambi, Yalcin Kaymak, Eckehard Specht,Albrecht Bertrama 

Authors examined the Sensitivity of material properties on twisting and leftover stresses during metal quenching procedures to 

researches the impact of warm, metallurgical and mechanical properties on the last twisting and leftover worries during metal 

quenching forms. They utilize the Finite Element Method (FEM) to understand the coupled incomplete differential conditions. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

The different quenchant quenching of Mild steel is studied experimentally, and the results show that the different quenchant 

will show different cooling performance. The cooling velocity of the ethylene glycol is faster or slower than water is to be 

determine by the experiment. 
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